VANCOUVER ISLAND UNIVERSITY
ELEMENTARY TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAM
Self Reflection/Assessment

Upon completion of the shared learning experience (practicum), student teachers are to demonstrate
competencies expected of a beginning teacher. At this point in the program, student progress is
indicated as: E = emerging, A = approaching expectations or M = meeting expectations. Provide
evidence for your ratings.
Student:
Karina Strong
Grade: 6/7 split
PROFESSIONALISM/VALUE AND CARE FOR ALL STUDENTS
E A
1. Values the purpose and intent of the collaborative process inherent in creating an
effective learning community
2. Demonstrates a growth mindset
3. Promotes class safety
4. Models & develops respectful, positive relationships with all member of the learning
X
community
5. Is reflective and open to suggestions
X
6. Acts on feedback to improve practice
7. Behaves and dresses in a professional manner
X
8. Is punctual, dependable, and responsible
EVIDENCE:
Much of my learning has come from exploring school culture and heirarchial expectations. I create
rapport and connect well with students, and I adapt to feedback.
Comments from teacher observations and feedback forms:
“Great rapport with some students”
“I can see you are weaving in pieces of what we are exploring and shaping these ideas to what
resonates with you.”
“You have the heart and soul of a teacher. Your work is inspirational.”
“Ms. Strong is Courageous”

M
X
X
X

X
X

PLANNING
E A M
1. Uses appropriate BC Core and Curricular Competencies for planning
X
2. Demonstrates an understanding of the context/rationale of the lesson/unit plans
X
3. Designs lesson plans with clear learning intentions and evidence of effective planning
X
4. Incorporates a variety of strategies to encourage critical thinking
X
5. Considers diverse learning styles to address the strengths and needs of all learners
X
6. Creates learning experiences that challenge and support diverse learners
X
7. Embeds formative and summative assessment into planning
X
8. Seeks out appropriate resources to enhance student learning and uses them
X
effectively in lesson planning
EVIDENCE:
Lesson planning develops and refines with experience. I enjoy creating lesson plans and look forward
to more practice implementing them.
Comments from teacher observations and feedback forms:
“I love the hands on activity.. very engaging and interactive.”
IMPLEMENTATION

E

A

M

1. Models correct oral and written conventions
2. Uses effective volume, inflection, and tone of voice
3. Writes clearly and legibly
4. Introduces lessons in a manner which motivates students and establishes a clear
learning intention
5. States clear expectations
6. Uses effective questioning techniques (rewording, cues, wait time)
7. Checks for understanding before, during and after implementation of lessons
8. Demonstrates appropriate pacing
9. Employs instructional strategies that engage all learners (teacher directed, student
centered, cooperative learning)
10. Demonstrates effective transitions throughout the lesson
11. Consolidates the lesson
EVIDENCE:
I am meeting expectations for a beginning teacher. More experience will refine my practice.
Comments from teacher observations and feedback forms:
“I love your questions that check for undersanding..”
“Good demonstration... good progression”
“connection to the 4C's- excellent!”

X
X
X
X
X
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X
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EXPECTATIONS/CLASS MANAGEMENT
E A M
1. Establishes and reviews expectations for learning and behaviour
X
2. Demonstrates consistency in maintaining classroom routines and expectations
X
3. Demonstrates the use of non-verbal techniques (eye contact, proximity, body
X
language)
4. Gains the attention of all students before teaching
X
5. Uses strategies to maintain student attention throughout the lesson
X
EVIDENCE:
My Class Management is developing and new techniques are always being explored. The more I
teach, and the more I observe other's teaching, the more classroom mangement techniques I will
have in my teaching toolbox. My circus call-and-response has been incorporated into the regular
classroom schema.
Comments from teacher observations and feedback forms:
“Suggest you slow down and talk slower with more pauses which allows you to do visual checks for
comprehension”
“Activity needs to be very structured until they are used to this type of activity”
“Make sure you have their attention before you proceed”
ACTION PLAN (NEXT STEPS)
My next steps are to gain more experience, planning, leading and conducting lessons. My classroom mangagement
techniques will continue to refine and expand with more teaching time and obersational opportunities. I look forward to
partnering with a creative, experienced and passionate mentor teacher for my Practicum learning. I wish for a
mentor/model who has similar teaching philosophies, with whom I can learn new techniques that resonate with my
personal practice.
Karina Strong

(has or has not) successfully met the requirement outcomes of EDFE 515 (Field Experience).
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